Modify Share the Harvest to be More Donation Friendly

1. WHEREAS, the Share the Harvest program does not cover the cost of venison processing of donated deer at some processors;
2. AND WHEREAS, The Conservation Federation of Missouri does reimburse the processor $60 for each whole deer donated;
3. AND WHEREAS, the donator or a local charity is required to cover any remaining processing cost;
4. AND WHEREAS, 5,121 hunters donated over 307,260 pounds of venison during the 2010-2011 deer seasons;
5. AND WHEREAS, raising funding greatly increases hunter participation and meat donations;
6. NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Conservation Federation of Missouri assembled at the Lodge of Four Seasons, Lake Ozark, MO, this 27th day of February, 2011 formulate a way to make Share the Harvest more donation friendly by lessening the hunter’s cost of getting a donated deer processed.

13. RESOLUTION SUMMARY – CFM to develop a way to increase participation in Share the Harvest by reducing the cost for the hunter.